1988 toyota 22re

Toyota Motor Corporation produced the 2. The turbocharged 22RTE had a brief to production
run. The engine underwent a significant redesign in to solve timing chain problems. There were
few differences between post 22R and 22RE engines other than the 22RE having fuel injection.
The 22R was the successor to the 2. The 20R, 22R and 22RE enjoyed immense popularly with
Toyota owners in North America for their workhorse dependability and reasonable power
packed in tight four-cylinder blocks. Through , the 20R and 22R powered the Celicas, which was
one of Toyota's premier sellers in the late s to mids. The engines featured hemispherical,
swirl-inducing combustion chambers not unlike the Hemi engine design by Chrysler. They had
efficient cross-flow heads and long 3. The 22R had round exhaust ports and the 22RE had
keyhole-shaped exhaust ports. The 22RTE, which powered some pickups and 4Runners,
derived from the 22RE, but with a different head and block, dished pistons and combustion
chambers shaped differently. The 22RTE also featured different oil passages. In addition to the
Celica, the 22R powered the Toyota Corona, to Hilux pickup, to pickup and the 4Runner. The
22RE powered the to Hilux, the to standard pickup and the to 4Runner. However, the Celica
entered in the race had a U. The team dropped the 22RE in the Celica, qualified for the race, and
then finished third place behind two six-cylinder BMWs. It was the highest finish for any
22RE-powered Toyota. The carbureted 22R, from to , developed 72 horsepower and foot-pounds
of torque. The to 22R generated 81 horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. The 22RE in
produced 78 horsepower and a foot-pound torque rating, and then saw output climb in to 84
horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. Toyota motorhomes had different horsepower ratings.
The turbocharged 22RTE generated horsepower and a whopping foot-pounds of torque. Both
the 22R and 22RE had a 9-to-1 compression ratio. Carburetors varied through the production
run. The 22R initially featured a stock single-barrel cfm carb. However, owners could also fit
their 22Rs with a single-barrel cfm Weber, dual Webbers with or cfm, or the dual Mikuni 40 PHH
or 44 PHH with cfm and cfm respectively. Rob Wagner is a journalist with over 35 years
experience reporting and editing for newspapers and magazines. His experience ranges from
legal affairs reporting to covering the Middle East. Specs The carbureted 22R, from to ,
developed 72 horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. Please look at the pictures carefully. This
vehicle has several bumps and bruises, in addition to the hail damage nothing major and while I
am not an expert, I believe the body panels are all original. Thanks for looking. If you require
more info, please don't hesitate to ask. Questions answered - Mileage, Alabama does not track
mileage after 10 years and only then after retitling. No one can be absolutely sure of actual
mileage on a 31 year old vehicle that has changed owners. In my opinion, the vehicle's
condition is consistent with the mileage but no guarantees. Question about rust - This is an
Alabama vehicle. While I am not an expert I can find nothing other than surface rust on the hood
and metal top associated with the hail damage. The undercarriage is rust free with the exception
of surface rust on suspension parts. Floor boards, fenders, and doors, appear to be in
exceptional shape for age and mileage. Red with black top. It is generally original does not
appear to have any paint work except touch-up and top repainted from red to black, glass is all
original except windshield, drive train appears to be all original. Rear bumper has been replaced
and a grill guard has been added. Front seats have been replaced. The 4Runner has hail
damage on the hood and top. This vehicle has had recent tune-up and oil change. The engine
runs good, does not smoke and transmission shifts as it should. Also no drive train leaks. On
Mar at PDT, seller added the following information: Please look at the pictures carefully. On Apr
at PDT, seller added the following information: Questions answered - Mileage, Alabama does
not track mileage after 10 years and only then after retitling. Article may contain affiliate links.
As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases. The 4 cylinder 2. The majority of the
applications that this engine was used in were not for North America. In North America, the
most common uses of this engine were in the Toyota pickup truck from until and in the Toyota
4Runner from until In addition to being used in these applications, the engine was also placed
in the Toyota Hilux, Celica, and Corona, in addition to the Volkswagen Taro, which was
essentially a re-badged Toyota Hilux. The 22R was first available in with the 22RE becoming
available in One major change that occurred on the 22R when the 22RE was introduced was that
both engines switched from having a dual-row timing chain to having a single-row timing chain.
In the engines had another major overhaul, with essentially all major parts being changed in one
way or another. The post engine version was then in production for quite some time. The engine
was available until in the Toyota Hilux, pick and 4Runner, while the engine remained available 2
more years until in the Volkswagen Taro. This is an engine that is still well known for its
durability. Many that drove this engine say that it was the best Toyota every built, despite the
fact that it was not an overpowering engine. Does your 22RE need to be freshened up? Check
out the Evergreen Toyota 2. This was the case until the already mentioned major change in In
the max horsepower increased to at the same engine speed while the peak torque was lb-ft at

RPM. The engine is 2. The cylinder bore was measured at 3. The original 22RE was a cast iron
engine. Another feature of this engine that helped with the durability was the use of soft piston
rings. This allowed the cylinder bores to avoid ridges throughout the life of the engine. The
valvetrain on this engine used a conventional push rod setup with the camshaft in the block.
The 4 cylinder engine had 1 intake and 1 exhaust valve per cylinder, for a total of 8 valves. The
Toyota 22RE provides the most important thing that people want out of their engine, reliability.
Although the engine was phased out in , it is likely that many of these engines are still on the
road as there are reports of this engine reaching kk miles, with some reports of an engine
reaching 1 million miles. Although the engine has limited amount of power, with the most ever
seen coming in at horsepower, these durability numbers helped to build a quality name for
Toyota that is still alive to this day. Advanced Search Search Tips. Shortblock core required for
warranty activation! We cover core return shipping expenses! Unlimited Mile Warranty. This
engine is complete with the block, everything internal to the block, the head, oil pump, and
installation gaskets. With this engine you get:. You can't find a better deal! Call us today!
Warrany upgrades available on the web site. Additional Shipping. We promise to never spam
you, and just use your email address to identify you as a valid customer. Showing reviews of 14
Next. We love our engine,had to do a little bit of twerking to the timing,other then that it runs
and sounds good. Engine started right up and runs smoothly with no noise. I used the "Right
Stuff" for pan gasket. None was provided with the gasket kit. Thank you for the new engine that
I purchased from you. It was my first longblock engine job. You were also great in answering a
couple questions before starting it up. The engine fired right up and felt good and tight. I
couldn't be happier with the outcome of this experience. Again, it was great doing business with
you. Have not had time to put the motor together would like to comment when motor is finished.
It was packaged and came with the gasket set which was a big surprise. I bought the new motor
with head. Delivered yesterday, not installed yet. Appears to be a good assembly. The
instructions, cautions and check list, including oil pressure check are very good. I anticipate no
problems and am looking forward to having a new truck. Just got my 22r long block motor. Im in
the break end period. Asked my mechanic what he thought he said "Great motor with lots of
power" I agree. Daniel in customer service was excellent. My thanks also to everyone behind
the scenes. Please wait Search Advanced Search Search Tips. Search By Vehicle Select Year.
See 3 more pictures. Minimum Purchase:. Maximum Purchase:. Residential Delivery:. Truck Lift
Gate:. Buy in bulk and save. Sorry but this item is currently unavailable. Please check back at a
later stage. Unlimited Mile Warranty This engine is complete with the block, everything internal
to the block, the head, oil pump, and installation gaskets. Enter your name: optional. Toyota
Engine Remanufactured 22re or 22r Long Block Choose Options. Toyota Engine 22re or 22r
Short Block Related Products. You Recently Viewed Add To Cart. We accept. All Rights
Reserved. Fuel injected. Runs great. Rebuilt transmission miles ago. ARB bumper Bulletproof
22re motor and 5-speed manual trans, this truck will run forever! Clean inside and out! Call
Comes with 2 extra tires and rims. Has Toyota brush guard. Doesnt burn, smoke, or leak I have
a factory turbo Toyota pick up 4wd. When I got the truck it had a regular 22re installed, I put all
the factory turbo motor back in the truck brand new motor I have all the papers to show some of
the parts were a Transmission rebuilt at k with new clutch, front differential Last year of the
solid axle. Runs and drives but engine has tick at around 3,rpm. Body is clean other than a
couple dents and common rear quarter rust. NO OBO. I have a toyota pickup for sale. Heat
works great. AC, sunroof, manual lockouts. Truck has k miles, engine 70k miles. Call or text for
more information. AC and CD player. Manual lock outs. Mileage- k. I also have extra parts Low
miles only on 22re 4 cylinder. I have a toyota ex cab i use mostly for four wheeling. I need to sell
my Toyota has brand new rebuild on 22RE motor and clutch, trans new exhaust a
hanes repair manuals
5 pole relay wiring diagram
free haynes repair manuals pdf
nd new steering components front trans axles shocks on front and rear and new breaks it has a
lift kit as you can see in pictures 80 percent Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price lowest
first. Sort by Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. On page 20 40 Seller: Recycler.
Los Angeles, CA. Orland, CA. Location: Orland, CA Transmission: manual. Butte, MT. Location:
Butte, MT Transmission: manual. Honolulu, HI. Location: Honolulu, HI 0. Chattanooga, TN.
Location: Chattanooga, TN 0. Billings, MO. Location: Billings, MO 0. Lakeland, FL. Location:
Lakeland, FL 0. Bellingham, MA. Location: Bellingham, MA 0. Flagstaff, AZ. Location: Flagstaff,
AZ 0. Lynchburg, MS. Location: Lynchburg, MS 0. Huntsville, AL. Location: Huntsville, AL 0.
Lexington, IL. Location: Lexington, IL 0. Asheville, NC. Location: Asheville, NC 0. Boise, ID.
Location: Boise, ID 0. Lubbock, TX. Location: Lubbock, TX 0. Modesto, CA. Location: Modesto,

CA 0. Raleigh, MS. Make offer. Location: Raleigh, MS 0.

